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Abstract

I perform numerical simulation of slip process on a two-dimensional planar fault in an infinite

uniform elastic medium using a rate- and state-dependent friction law. A circular patch with

velocity-weakening frictional property is embedded in the fault, while velocity-strengthening

frictional property is assumed in the other region. Simulation results indicate that slip events

repeatedly occur at the velocity-weakening patch and slower slip propagates outwards in the

velocity-strengthening region. The characteristics of simulated slip on the fault patch are con-

trolled by the ratio of the patch radius r to the critical fault radius rc, which is the critical nucleation

patch radius for unstable slip, and is defined as a function of frictional constitutive parameters.

When r�rc, ordinary earthquakes with high slip rates repeatedly occur at the fault patch and

postseismic aseismic slip follows on the fault outside the patch. When r�rc, episodic aseismic slip

events (silent earthquakes) occur. The rise time of the episodic event increases with a decrease in

r/rc. When r�rc, stable sliding occurs. These results indicate that the rc value can be estimated from

geodetically determined values of the fault radius and the source duration of an episodic aseismic

slip event.
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+. Introduction

Earthquake source processes revealed from seis-

mic waveform analyses of large earthquakes indicate

that the slip amount on a fault is significantly non-

uniform (e.g., Lay and Kanamori, +32+ ; Thatcher,

+33*). The region of a relatively large seismic slip

during an earthquake has often been called an asper-

ity, which was originally used in rock mechanics to

express a strong contact area on sliding surfaces

(Byerlee, +31*). Recent geodetic observations indi-

cate that significant aseismic sliding often follows a

large earthquake (e.g., Kawasaki et al.,+33/ ; Heki et

al., +331). The postseismic sliding seems to occur

mainly in the neighboring regions of asperities (Yagi

et al., ,**+). Moreover, episodic aseismic slip events

on plate interfaces have been detected with GPS

observations (e.g., Hirose et al., +333 ; Dragert et al.,

,**+).

These observations suggest that the frictional

property on a plate interface is nonuniform. Stick-

slip behavior occurs at some patches, which corre-

spond to asperities, and aseismic sliding occurs in the

other regions. Furthermore, the rupture propagation

speeds in stick-slip events in the Earth show a wide

variety. The most easily detected obvious slip events

are ordinary earthquakes, whose rupture propagates

at almost shear-wave speed. Ordinary earthquakes

radiate significant high-frequency seismic waves.

Slip events with slower rupture propagation speeds

may be divided into slow and silent earthquakes (e.g.,

Beroza and Jordan, +33*). Slow earthquakes generate

much larger amplitude long-period seismic waves

than those expected from the amplitudes of short-

period waves, and silent earthquakes generate no
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detectable short-period seismic waves and can be

found with very long period seismometers, strainme-

ters, or GPS observations. The durations of rupture

of slow and silent earthquakes are thought to be

much longer than l/b, where l represents the fault

dimension and b is the S-wave speed. Postseismic

sliding and episodic aseismic slip events recently

detected with GPS may be categorized into silent

earthquakes.

Laboratory-derived rate- and state-dependent

friction laws developed by Dieterich (+313) and Ruina

(+32-) are useful for understanding seismic and aseis-

mic slip on a fault. The condition for the occurrence

of seismic slip has been discussed theoretically in

terms of the constitutive parameters of friction laws

(Ruina, +32- ; Rice and Ruina, +32-). The rate- and

state-dependent friction laws have been successively

applied to understand laboratory observations of

rock friction, and to interpret field data of fault slip

as reviewed by Marone (+332). From numerical simu-

lations with amodel of two-degree-of-freedom spring-

block system obeying a rate- and state-dependent

friction law, Yoshida and Kato (,**-) examined the

conditions for the occurrence of postseismic slip and

episodic aseismic slip events. Furthermore, friction

laws have been applied to modeling seismic cycles on

a plate interface (Tse and Rice, +320 ; Stuart, +322 ;

Rice, +33- ; Stuart and Tullis, +33/ ; Kato and Hi-

rasawa, +331, +333 ; Kuroki et al., ,**,). Among them,

Kato and Hirasawa (+331) showed that ordinary,

slow, and silent earthquakes can be simulated with

the rate- and state-dependent friction law and Kato

and Hirasawa (+333) examined the e#ect of spatial

nonuniformity in frictional constitutive parameters

on interplate sliding behavior with a ,D subduction

zone model.

In the present paper, I perform numerical simula-

tions of slip on a fault with the rate- and state-

dependent friction law. Nonuniformity of frictional

properties is introduced to simulate seismic slip at an

asperity and aseismic slip outside the asperity.

Through the numerical simulation, I examine the

conditions for the occurrence of seismic slip events

and episodic aseismic slip events and interactions

between an asperity and the other regions.

,. The Model

I consider a two-dimensional (,D) planar square

fault in an infinite uniform elastic medium with ri-

gidity G and Poisson’s ratio n. Cartesian coordinates

(x, y) are taken on the fault plane z�* as shown in

Fig. +. I assume that the fault is loaded at a constant

rate so that slip occurs at a slip rate Vpl in the

x-direction. In the present paper, only shear stress tzx

and slip u in the x-direction are considered, and tzx is

expressed by t for simplicity. The shear stress on the

fault at a point (x, y) at a time t due to quasi-static slip

u can be expressed by

t�x�y����
�
�f�x�x�y�h��u�x�h��Vptt�dxdh� �

where f (x�x, y�h) is shear stress at (x, y) due to unit

slip at (x, h) in the x-direction. During seismic slip,

quasi-static solution (+) cannot be applied because of

the inertia e#ect. In the present paper, the inertia

e#ect is approximately evaluated by introducing a

radiation damping approximation (Rice, +33-) for the

purpose of e$cient numerical computation. The

shear stress is written by

t�x�y����
�
�f�x�x�y�h��u�x�h��Vptt�dxdh�

G
,b

V�x�y�� �

where V�du/dt is the slip rate on the fault and b is

the S-wave speed. When the fault plane is discretised

with many equal-area square cells each with uniform

slip, the shear stress at the center of cell (i, j) is

written from (,) by

t�i�j����
���

K�i�k�j�l��u�k�l��Vptt��

G
,b

V�i�j�� �

where K (i�k, j�l) is given in Appendix A. In the

numerical simulation, the summation in (-) is e$-

ciently evaluated using the ,D FFT technique.

The frictional stress acting on the fault is as-

sumed to obey the composite rate- and state-de-

pendent friction law (Kato and Tullis, ,**+ ; ,**-) :

t�msn
eff� �. a�

m�m�	aln�V�V��	bln�V�q�Dc�� �.b�
dq

dt
�exp�� V

V*

���Vq

Dc
�ln�Vq

Dc
�� �. c�

where m is a friction coe$cient, sn
e# is e#ective nor-

mal stress, q is a state variable representing a contact

state of fault surfaces or an internal structure of a

gouge zone between fault surfaces, a, b, Dc and V* are

constants, which characterize frictional properties,

and V� and m� are arbitrarily chosen reference veloc-
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ity and frictional coe$cient, which do not a#ect

simulated slip behavior in the present model. Fol-

lowing Kato and Tullis (,**+, ,**-), I take V* to be

+*�2m/s in all cases using experimental data for

granite surfaces of Blanpied et al. (+332).

Using a rate- and state-dependent friction law

and a single-degree-of-freedom spring block system,

Rice and Ruina (+32-) and Ruina (+32-) theoretically

analyzed the stability of the system. They found

that unstable (seismic) slip may occur when the

steady-state friction shows velocity weakening (a�b

�*) and the spring sti#ness is smaller than a critical

value kc :

kc��b�a�sn
eff�Dc� �

When a�b is positive (velocity strengthening) or the

spring sti#ness is larger than kc, stable sliding oc-

curs. Episodic sliding is expected to occur when the

sti#ness is nearly equal to kc. For a finite fault in an

elastic medium, an e#ective sti#ness ke# of a fault

may be defined by

keff�Dt�Du� �
where Dt is the stress change due to slip Du on the

fault (e.g., Dieterich, +33,). For a square fault with

uniform slip in an infinite uniform Poissionian (n�
*.,/) elastic medium, ke# is given by

keff�
���
��

G
l
� �

where l is the length of the fault (See Eq. (A 0) in

Appendix A). From (/) and (1), the critical fault

length lc can be defined by

lc�
���
��

G
�b�a�sn

eff Dc� �

In the present paper, the variation of sn
eff with time is

not taken into consideration. I introduce new pa-

rameters A�asn
eff and B�bsn

eff for simplicity. Then

lc is expressed by

lc�
���
��

G
�B�A� Dc� �

Similarly, for a circular shear crack with a constant

stress drop, ke# is given from Eshelby’s (+3/1) elastic

solution by

keff� 1p

,.

G
r
� ��

where r is a fault radius. The critical fault radius rc

can be defined by

rc�
1p

,.

G
�B�A� Dc� ��

A fault whose length or radius is larger than lc or rc

Fig. ,. (a) Map view of the model fault. The value of A�
B in the inner circle is a negative constant and that in

the outside of the outer circle is *.+MPa. The A�B
value in the region between the inner and the outer

circle linearly changes with the distance from the

center of the circles. Numerals + to 3 are points where

simulated slip or stress histories are shown in Fig. - to

+0. (b) The variation of A, B, and A�B with x for y�
+,.2km for Case +.

Fig. +. An illustration of a two-dimensional planar

fault on the xy-plane in an infinite uniform elastic

medium. The fault is loaded by a constant plate

velocity Vpl in the x-direction.
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corresponds to a weak sti#ness elastic system with

k�kc, therefore, unstable slip is expected to occur on

the fault. On the other hand, stable sliding is ex-

pected to occur on a fault that is smaller than lc or rc.

In the simulation, the characteristic slip distance

Dc is assumed to be *.*/m uniform over the model

fault in an infinite uniform elastic medium with G�
-*GPa, n�*.,/, and b�-km/s. Although the as-

sumed Dc value of *.*/m is much larger than labora-

tory values (e.g., Dieterich, +313), it is comparable to

assumed values for natural faults in preceding simu-

lation studies (e.g., Tse and Rice, +320 ; Stuart, +322 ;

Kato and Hirasawa, +331). Since Dc depends on the

characteristic scale of roughness of sliding surfaces

or the gouge layer between sliding surfaces in the

laboratory, it is believed to have larger values in

natural faults than in the laboratory (e.g., Marone

and Kilgore, +33-). Nondimensional quantities such

as distances X�x/Dc and Y�y/Dc, displacement U�
u/Dc, and time T�V�t/Dc are used in numerical com-

putations. The simulation results shown below may

be applied for larger or smaller scale faults by chang-

ing the value of Dc and multiplying the factor for Dc

to distance, displacement, and time scales. The plate

velocity Vpl is assumed to be *.+m/yr, and the refer-

ence velocity V� is taken to be the same as the plate

velocity Vpl (�*.+m/yr). The square fault is divided

into 0//-0 (,/0�,/0) cells, whose sizes are Dx�Dy�
+**m (DX�DY�,***). The periodic boundary condi-

tion is assumed.

The spatial distribution of A�B assumed in the

simulation is schematically shown in Fig. , a. A�B

is a constant negative value in a circular patch with

a radius of /km (�/* D ,X�+*/ Dc) and the center of

(x, y)�(+,.2km, +,.2km). The value of A�B is a

constant positive value (*.+MPa) for the distance

from the center of a patch larger than 0km. The

value of A�B linearly changes with the distance

from the center for /km to 0km. Seven numerical

simulations are examined in the present paper (Table

+). The distributions of A, B, and A�B for Case + are

displayed in Fig. ,b. In all cases A�+.*MPa is uni-

form over the fault and B is nonuniform. B�*.3MPa

for the distance from the center of a circular patch

larger than 0km in all cases. Since laboratory values

of a and b are around *.*+ for granite surfaces at

room temperatures (e.g., Blanpied et al., +332), the

assumed A and B values correspond to sn
e# of about

+**MPa. The cell size Dx must be much smaller than

lc as shown by Rice (+33-) to avoid numerical instabil-

ity. lc for A�B��*.1MPa and Dc�*.*/m is ,,/+m,

which is the minimum value in all models. In this

study Dx is always smaller than *.*/ lc, which satisfies

the numerical stability condition. The critical fault

radius rc is calculated for each case as shown in Table

+ for friction parameters in the circular patch with a

negative A�B value.

The patch radius r relative to rc is expected to

control sliding behavior as indicated by the above

theory. Kato and Hirasawa (+331) have shown for a ,

Table +. Model parameters for seven numerical simulations and the

recurrence interval Tr of simulated earthquakes.
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D subduction zone numerical model that the length l

of seismogenic zone with velocity-weakening fric-

tional property to the critical fault length lc controls

the seismic coupling coe$cient c, which is the ratio

of seismic slip to total slip during a seismic cycle.

They found that earthquakes repeatedly occur and c

is close to + for l/lc�+, and stable sliding occurs and

c�* for l/lc�+. Slow or silent earthquakes occur

when l/lc is close to +. In the present paper, sliding

behavior is examined in more detail with a -D model

by changing rc relative to the patch radius r with a

constant negative A�B value (Table +).

The initial condition is that t�t��(A�B) ln (V/

V�) with the initial sliding velocity Vinit�*.+ Vpl,

where t��m�sn
e#. Numerical simulations are done by

solving friction equations (. a) to (. c) with the Run-

ge-Kutta method (Press et al., +33,) coupled with Eq.

(-). Simulated slip histories show steady periodic

behavior after some unsteady behavior due to the

artificial initial condition. The simulation results in

the next section are those for about +** years from

the initial state.

-. Numerical Simulation Results

Simulated slip histories for seven cases (Table +)

are shown for nine points on the fault (Fig. , a).

Points ., /, and 0 are in the circular patch with a

negative A�B value ; +, ,, 2, and 3 are in the positive

A�B region; and, - and 1 are in the region of transi-

tional value of A�B. Note that slip occurs in the

x-direction, therefore, slip propagates in an in-plane

shear mode along Points + to / and in an anti-plane

shear mode along Points / to 3.

Simulated slip histories for Case + (r/rc�,.//) are

shown in Fig. -, where four events are included.

Simulated slip behavior is periodic. Characteristics

of silent event + and earthquake + are the same as

those of silent event , and earthquake ,, respectively.

The same characteristic events repeatedly occur at a

constant time interval Tr�,2.- years. Slip histories

during an earthquake are shown in Fig. . on an

expanded time scale. Slip amounts at Points ., /, and

0 in the circular patch are nearly the same, and the

slip amplitude decreases with the distance from the

center of the patch. In the positive A�B region,

significant postseismic slip occurs. Fig. / shows seis-

mic slip on a further expanded time scale, indicating

that the slip rise time in the negative A�B region is

several seconds. Seismic slip occurs because the

patch size of a velocity-weakening region is much

longer than the critical size rc. Slip behavior during

Fig. -. Simulated slip histories at nine points

on the fault for Case +.

Fig. .. Simulated slip histories during the occur-

rence of an earthquake for Case + on an ex-

panded time scale.
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a silent event is displayed in Fig. 0. The circular

patch with negative A�B value is locked during the

event, while nearly steady sliding occurs in the posi-

tive A�B region. Significant episodic slip takes

place at points - and 1, where A�B takes transitional

values, and it cannot propagate into the stronger

circular patch with a more negative A�B value than

those in the transitional zone. The e#ective sti#ness

of the annular transitional zone is evaluated to be -/

MPa/m in Appendix B, while the critical sti#ness kc

for A�B��*.1MPa and Dc�*.*/m is +.MPa/m

from Eq. (/). The e#ective sti#ness ke# of the annular

region is on the same order of magnitude as kc,

suggesting that slip at the annular region may be an

episodic aseismic event. The episodic slip at the

annular region with transitional A�B values is dis-

cussed again in the next section.

Figure 1 shows simulated slip histories for Case

, (r/rc�+.2,), where two ordinary earthquakes and a

silent event occur during the time interval. Slip

behavior shown in Fig. 1 repeatedly occurs in the

simulation. The magnitude of earthquake , is larger

than that of earthquake +, therefore, three types of

event are included during a cycle in this case. The

earthquake recurrence intervals Tr are ,2./ years

(earthquake + to ,) and +1., years (earthquake , to +).

The phenomenon whereby the di#erent types of slip

events alternate with each other is known as period

doubling bifurcation (e.g., Gu et al., +32.), which is

discussed in the next section. Both in earthquakes +

and ,, seismic slip occurs at Points . to 0 in the

circular region with frictional property of velocity

weakening and significant postseismic sliding propa-

gates outwards in the velocity-strengthening friction

region. During silent event +, the most rapid episodic

slip occurs at points - and 1 in the region of transi-

tional property of friction. These characteristics are

similar to those of earthquakes and silent events in

Case +.

Simulated slip histories for Case - (r/rc�+.*3) are

shown in Fig. 2. In this case, no significant episodic

slip event occurs during an interseismic period. Figs.

3 and +* show slip histories on expanded time scales.

The rise time of postseismic slip at Point , in the

velocity-strengthening friction region for Case +

(Fig. .) is a few minutes, while that for Case - (Fig. 3)

is about + day. This indicates that the characteristics

of postseismic slip for the two cases are significantly

di#erent from each other. However, Figs. / and +*

show that the duration of seismic slip in Case - is

nearly the same as that in Case +.

I observe periodic occurrence of earthquakes in

the circular patch with outgoing postseismic sliding

in Case . (r/rc�*./+). No episodic slip event is found

during an interseismic period in this case as well as

in Case -. Fig. ++ shows slip histories during seismic

slip for Case ., indicating that the slip rise time is

significantly longer than those of Cases + and - (Figs.

/ and +*). Extraordinarily long slip duration for a

patch radius of /km in this case indicates that the

event is a slow earthquake. This is discussed quanti-

tatively in the next section.

Figure +, shows simulated slip histories for Case

/ (r/rc�*...), demonstrating that two types of silent

event alternately occur. Characteristics of silent

events + and , are almost the same as those of silent

events - and ., respectively. The time intervals Tr

between silent events are +,.3 years (silent events + to

, or - to .) and +,.1 years (silent events , to -). Figs.

+- and +. show slip histories of silent events + and ,,

respectively. The duration of silent event + is much

shorter than that of silent event ,. Fig. +. indicates

that significant slip occurs twice in the velocity-

weakening circular region (Points . to 0) during si-

lent even ,. When the first slip event reaches the

boundary of the model fault, the boundary reflects

slip, generating the second slip event. Thus, the

second slip event during silent event , is probably an

artificial event due to the insu$cient distance from

the circular patch to the boundary of the model fault.

Simulated slip histories for Case 0 (r/rc�*.,3) is

shown in Fig. +/, which includes two silent events.

Characteristics of events + and , are almost the same.

The duration of the event is longer than those of

silent events in Case /. In this case, nearly the same

types of event repeatedly occur. However, the mag-

nitude of event and the recurrence interval gradually

decreases with time. Because the decrease rates of

magnitude and recurrence interval are smaller than

+� a cycle, repeated slip events are observed during

the time interval of the present simulation. The slip

behavior may become stable for a longer time as will

be seen for Case 1.

Figure +0 shows simulated histories of shear

stress for Case 1 (r/rc�*.+2) from the beginning of the

simulation. Episodic events occur at first and their

N. Kato
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Fig. 0. Simulated slip histories during the occur-

rence of a silent event for Case + on an ex-

panded time scale.

Fig. 1. Simulated slip histories for Case ,.Fig. /. Simulated slip histories during the occur-

rence of an earthquake for Case + on a further

expanded time scale.

Fig. 2. Simulated slip histories for Case -.
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Fig. ++. Simulated slip histories during the occur-

rence of an earthquake for Case ..

Fig. +,. Simulated slip histories for Case /.

Fig. 3. Simulated slip histories during the occur-

rence of an earthquake for Case - on an ex-

panded time scale.

Fig. +*. Simulated slip histories during the occur-

rence of an earthquake for Case - on a further

expanded time scale.
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Fig. +-. Simulated slip histories during the occur-

rence of silent event + for Case / on an ex-

panded time scale.

Fig. +/. Simulated slip histories for Case 0.

Fig. +.. Simulated slip histories during the occur-

rence of silent event , for Case / on an ex-

panded time scale.

Fig. +0. Simulated shear-stress histories for Case 1.
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amplitudes rapidly decrease with time. Finally, slid-

ing becomes stable. This behavior is similar to that

of a single-degree-of-freedom spring block model

with a sti#ness larger than kc (Ruina, +32-).

The simulation results indicate that episodic slip

is generated in and around the circular patch with a

negative A�B value and that slip behavior changes

from rapid unstable slip (ordinary earthquakes), slow

episodic slip (slow and silent earthquakes) to stable

sliding with a decrease in r/rc. This is consistent

with the theoretical prediction discussed in the pre-

ceding section and numerical studies for a single-

degree-of-freedom spring-block system (e.g., Gu et al.,

+32.) and a ,D subduction zone model (Kato and

Hirasawa, +331).

.. Variation of Simulated Slip Events with Rela-

tive Patch Size

In this section, I discuss how simulated slip be-

havior varies with r/rc, the ratio of the circular patch

radius with a negative A�B value to the critical

patch radius, to understand the mechanism of ordi-

nary, slow, and silent earthquakes. The recurrence

interval Tr of slip events at the circular patch with a

negative A�B value is plotted against r/rc in Fig. +1.

Here, silent events at the perimeter of the circular

patch are excluded from the discussion of recurrence

interval for simplicity. Tr increases with r/rc because

a larger seismic slip occurs for a larger value of r/rc.

Since slip events with characteristics that di#er from

each other alternatively take place for r/rc�*.. and ,,

two Tr values exist (e.g., Cases , and /).

Period doubling was found in numerical simula-

tions for a single-degree-of-freedom spring-block sys-

tem with a rate- and state-dependent friction law

with two state variables (Gu et al., +32. ; Gu and

Wong, +33.) and in laboratory experiments (e.g., Gu

and Wong, +33.). In the friction law with two state

variables q+ and q,, the magnitudes of variations of q+

and q, are scaled with b+ and b,, respectively, and

their evolutions with slip distance are scaled with Dc+

and Dc,. Gu et al. (+32.) reported that period doubling

is found in their numerical simulation for k/kc�*.20,

and unstable slip and permanently sustained oscilla-

tion are observed for smaller and larger sti#ness,

respectively. For k/kc�+, stable sliding is observed.

Period doubling at r/rc�*.. in the present simulation

seems to correspond to that observed by Gu et al.

(+32.). When period doubling occurs at r/rc�,, epi-

sodic aseismic slip events are found in the region of

transitional frictional property. The e#ective sti#-

ness ke# of the annular transitional region is esti-

mated to be -/MPa/m from an approximate elastic

solution for slip on an annular crack (Appendix B).

The critical sti#ness kc is +*MPa/m for A�B��*./

MPa and Dc�*.*/m (Case ,). The value of kc/ke#,

which corresponds to r/rc, of the annular transitional

zone for Case , is *.,3, which may generate period

doubling as seen in Fig. +1. Thus, the period dou-

bling at r/rc�, seems to be related to the change in

sliding behavior from stable to unstable at the transi-

tional region.

In the present model, I use one state variable

friction law, for which period doubling was not

found in a single-degree-of-freedom spring-block sys-

tem (Gu et al., +32.) or in a ,D subduction zone model

(Kato and Hirasawa, +331). Mitsui and Hirahara

(,**+) found period doubling in their simulation

of the motion of a single-degree-of-freedom spring-

dashpot-block system with a rate- and state-depend-

ent friction law, where they introduced a dashpot

element to represent the viscoelasticity of material.

They found period doubling, although they adopted

a one state variable friction law. Nonlinear coupling

between the load point and the block due to the

dashpot element is a possible cause of period dou-

bling in their model. Although the detailed mecha-

nism of the occurrence of period doubling in the

present model cannot be elucidated, it seems to be

related to nonlinear interactions between slip in the

region of velocity-weakening frictional property and

that in the region of velocity-strengthening frictional

property.

The duration of a simulated slip event is meas-

ured to judge whether the event is an ordinary, slow,

or silent earthquake. Here, the duration is defined by

the time interval from a rapid slip onset to 2*� of

final slip in the circular patch with a negative A�B

value, and it is read on simulated slip histories by the

eye. It is di$cult to strictly define the final slip ;

accordingly, the determined slip durations have

some errors. However, these roughly estimated val-

ues are useful because they vary over many orders of

magnitudes. Fig. +2 shows the slip duration versus

r/rc, indicating that it is nearly constant for r/rc�+

and it is rapidly increases with a decrease in r/rc for

N. Kato
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r/rc��+. The slip durations for r/rc�+ are roughly

consistent with the expected slip duration of a few

seconds for an ordinary earthquake with a fault ra-

dius of /km (Beroza and Jordan, +33*), indicating

that these simulated slip events are ordinary earth-

quakes. For r/rc from about *./ to about +, the slip

durations are tens to hundreds of seconds, being

significantly longer than the expected value for ordi-

nary earthquakes. These correspond to slow earth-

quakes. The simulated slip events for r/rc��*./

have durations longer than + day, suggesting that

these are silent earthquakes.

The transition from unstable slip to stable slid-

ing in the present simulation occurs for r/rc that is

significantly smaller than +.*. Dieterich (+33,) per-

formed a numerical simulation of slip nucleation

process for a straight fault in a plane-strain elastic

model with the slip law, whose frictional property at

the nucleation phase is similar to the composite law

used in the present study (Kato and Tullis, ,**-), to

find that the critical nucleation zone size observed in

the simulation is smaller than the theoretical value

given by (++). This is consistent with the above

result for a smaller r/rc-value at the sliding mode

transition.

To measure the magnitudes of simulated slip

events, I calculate seismic moment defined by

M*�G��S
uV�Vc dS� ��

where uV�Vc is slip amount with slip rate equal to or

greater than Vc, and S is the entire fault plane. Since

the inertia is not rigorously evaluated in the present

simulation, the seismic moment for high slip rates

has a certain error. However, M* for various Vc

values is useful for comparing the simulated slip

events. The calculated M* values for Vc�+m/s, *.*+

m/s, and +*�.m/s are plotted against r/rc in Fig. +3.

M* values for Vc�*.*+m/s and +*�.m/s gradually

decrease with a decrease in r/rc for r/rc��*./ and

decrease more rapidly for r/rc��*./. The ratios of

M* for Vc�+m/s to M* for Vc�*.*+m/s and +*�.m/s

decrease with a decrease in r/rc. For r/rc��+, the

ratios are smaller than *.*+. This indicates that the

simulated slip events for r/rc��+ are slow earth-

quakes. M* for Vc�+m/s and *.*+m/s are zero for

r/rc��*./, indicating that the events are silent earth-

quakes. These results are consistent with the classi-

fication of simulated slip events with slip duration.

/. Discussion and Conclusion

Introducing a nonuniform rate-dependent fric-

tional property, I can simulate regularly repeating

earthquakes at a patch with velocity-weakening fric-

tion. These simulated slip events mimic repeating

earthquakes in creeping sections along the San

Andreas fault, California (e.g., Marone et al., +33/ ;

Nadeau and McEvilly, +333) and at the Sanriku sub-

duction zone along the Japan trench (Matsuzawa et

al., ,**,), suggesting that the observed repeating

earthquakes occur at velocity-weakening friction

patches surrounded by velocity-strengthening fric-

tion regions. The simulation shows that the velocity-

weakening friction patch is loaded by surrounding

aseismic sliding to generate an earthquake, which is

followed by significant aseismic sliding in the veloc-

ity-strengthening friction region. Aseismic sliding is

important for understanding the mechanism of re-

peating earthquakes.

The duration of simulated slip increases with a

decrease in r/rc, the radius of the velocity-weakening

friction patch divided by the critical patch radius for

the occurrence of unstable slip. Ordinary, slow, and

silent earthquakes with various slip durations can be

simulated by the present model. This may explain

the wide variety of observed durations of episodic

aseismic slip events ; several days at the Cascadia

subduction zone (Dragert et al., ,**+) and beneath

the Boso peninsula, central Japan (Sagiya, +331), +*

months beneath the Bungo channel, southwestern

Japan (Hirose et al., +333), and longer than +2 months

beneath the Tokai region, central Japan (Ozawa et

al., ,**,). From geodetic observations, Miller (,**,)

reported that silent earthquakes repeatedly occurred

with nearly a constant recurrence interval at the

Cascadia subduction zone. Many reported silent

earthquakes took place in the regions between shal-

low seismogenic zones and deep aseismic zones (Hi-

rose et al.,+333 ; Dragert et al., ,**+ ; Ozawa, et al.,

,**,). This may correspond to simulated silent earth-

quakes in the transitional region of frictional prop-

erty from velocity-weakening to velocity-strength-

ening found for Cases + and , in the present simula-

tion.

Silent earthquakes occur for r/rc�*./ in the pre-

sent simulation. Taking r as the source radius of a

silent earthquake and putting r/rc �*./ into Eq (++),

I obtain

Repeating Slip Events at a Circular Asperity : Numerical Simulation with a Rate- and State-Dependent Friction Law
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Dc

�B�A� �
.2r
1pG

� ��

If an observed silent earthquake takes place at a

patch whose size approaches the critical size for un-

stable slip, Eq. (+-) gives a method for estimating

frictional constitutive parameters in the Earth. As-

suming G�-*GPa and r�-*km estimated for the

silent earthquake beneath the Bongo channel by Hi-

rose et al. (+333), I have Dc/(B�A)�,.,�+*�0m/Pa. I

further assume b�a�*.**., a typical value of granite

surface at temperatures below -**� (e.g., Blanpied

et al., +33/), and sn
e#�-./�+*2Pa, which is obtained

from lithostatic pressure and hydrostatic pore pres-

sure sn
e#�(r-rw)gz, where r�,.2�+*-kg/m-, rw�+.*�

+*-kg/m-, and g�3.2m/s, and z�,*km. Finally, I

have Dc�-m, which is much larger than those often

assumed values of Dc of a few centimeters in seismic

cycle simulations (e.g., Tse and Rice, +320 ; Stuart,

+322 ; Kato and Hirasawa, +331). However, experi-

mental values of b�a depend on rock type and veloc-

ity (e.g., Moore et al., +331) and temperature (e.g.,

Blanpied et al., +33/), and there is large uncertainty

over pore pressure in the Earth (e.g., Rice, +33,).

Accordingly, the estimated value of Dc in the present

study remains uncertain.

The present model may explain regularly repeat-

ing occurrences of ordinary, slow, and silent earth-

quakes with various slip durations. The observa-

tions of postseismic sliding indicate that velocity-

weakening friction regions and velocity-strength-

ening friction regions adjoin at plate boundaries. It

is expected that there exist various sizes of velocity-

weakening friction regions, where slip events with

various slip durations should occur.
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Fig. +3. The seismic moment M* of slip events

versus r/rc. M* is defined by Eq. (+,) with cut-o#

velocities of +m/s, *.*+m/s, and +*�.m�s.

Fig. +1. The recurrence interval Tr of simulated slip

events in the circular patch plotted against r/rc,
where r (�/km) is the radius of a circular patch

with a constant negative A�B value and rc is the

critical patch radius defined by Eq. (++).

Fig. +2. The duration of simulated slip events versus r/rc.
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Appendix A

We obtain shear stress due to uniform slip on a

rectangular fault in an infinite elastic medium with

Lamé constants l and m. Maruyama (+30.) showed

that the mn component of stress tmn at the point � (x+,

x,, x-) due to slip Duk (P) at the point P (x+, x,, x-) on the

surface � is written by

tmn������
�
��uk�P�Gkl

mn�P���nk�P�d�� �A+�
where nk is the kth component of the unit normal

vector to the surface d�. Green’s function Gkl
mn (P, �)

is

Gkl
mn�P���� m

.p
�
��,�,�-a�dkldmn

+

r- �,�+�a�

�dkmdln�dlmdkn�
+

r-�0�+�a��dklrmrn�dmnrkl�
+

r/

�-�+�,a��dkmrl rn�dlmrkrm�dknrl rm�dlnrkrm�
+

r/�-*arkrl rmrn
+

r1

�
�� �A,�

where r�[r+
,�r,

,�r-
,]+/,, rk�xk�xk, and a�(l�m)/

(l�,m). Let the fault plane be the x+x,-plane and the

slip direction be x+, Green’s function for +--compo-

nent is given by

G+-
+-�P���� m

.p
�
�,�+�a� +

r-�-�+�,a� r+
,�r-

,

r/ �

-*a
r+

,r-
,

r1

�
�� �A-�

The shear stress t+- at the point � on the x+x,-plane

due to uniform slip Du+ on a rectangular fault �L/,

�x+�L/,, �W/,�x,�W/,, x-�* is

t+-����
GDu+

.p
�
�
���

����
dx+
�
�
���

����
dx,
�
�,�+�a� +

r-�

-�+�,a�
�x+�x+�+

,�x-
,

r/ �-*a

�x+�x+�+
, x-

,

r1

�
�	 �A.�

By performing the integration, we obtain

t+-����
GDu+

.p
�
�,�+�a���
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Green’s function used in Eq. (-) is obtained from (A/).

The stress change at the center of a rectangular

fault associated with uniform slip Du on the fault for

l�m is obtained from (A/) as follows:

Dt�� ,GDu
-p

�������

��������
	 �A0�

This coincides with the solution given by Chinnery

(+303). Note that Chinnery (+303) took the half length

and width of a rectangular fault as parameters in-

stead of the fault length and width.
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Appendix B

We obtain the e#ective sti#ness of an annular

crack in Appendix B. Smetanin (+302) obtained an

approximate solution of the crack opening displace-

ment of an annular crack bounded by two concentric

circles, of radii r+ and r, (r+�r,), under uniform tensile

stress s :

Dw�r�� ,�+�n,�
E

�r+r,�/�.

r-�, s
�
�ln
�
�

r+

r
�
�ln
�
�

r
r,

�
�
�
�

+�,

���rln
�
�

�
�� �� �
�
�
�
�� �B+�

where r�,/ln (r+/r,), E is Young’s modulus, and� (t)

is given by Smetanin (+302). As assumed by McGarr

(+32+), the dependence of displacement on r+ and r, for

an annular shear crack is assumed to be the same as

that for an annular tensile crack. From solutions for

a penny-shaped crack in extension and shear, , (+-n,)/

E for a tensile crack solution shold be replaced by +,/

1G for a shear crack solution with n�*.,/. The

relative displacement across an annular shear crack

in an infinite elastic medium may be given by

Du�r�� +,

1G
�r+r,�/�.

r-�, Dt
�
�ln
�
�

r+

r
�
�ln
�
�

r
r,

�
�
�
�

+�,

���rln
�
�

�
�� �� �
�
�
�
�� �B,�

To evaluate the e#ective sti#ness (ke#�Dt/Du) of an

annular region with transitional values of A�B, we

put r+�0 km, r,�/ km, r�/./ km (�(r+	r,)/,) and G�
-* GPa into (B,) to obtain ke#�-/ MPa�m.
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